**TALKING POINT:**

WHAT ARE THE CHARACTERISTICS OF EFFECTIVE FEEDBACK TO MATHEMATICS STUDENTS?

---

**IN SUMMARY**

- Feedback is important to mathematics learning but can have both negative and positive effects.
- Feedback can provoke cognitive, motivational or metacognitive change.
- Comparing students to themselves or against criteria is more effective than comparing them to one another.
- Giving students grades only may be ineffective; specific and immediate comments about their processes are more effective.
- Effective feedback gives focused information on performance against clearly defined goals.
- Verbal and audio feedback can be useful alternatives to written feedback.
- Peer and self-assessments can be effective, provided students have clear information.
- Only marking answers as right or wrong does not help with error correction or encourage good mathematical communication.
- Model answers or past student answers can be helpful.

---

**Feedback is defined as ‘information provided by an agent, regarding aspects of one’s performance or understanding, that reduces the discrepancy between what is understood and what is aimed to be understood’**.

It is widely regarded as a key element of formative assessment and therefore plays a crucial role in learning. However, within the large body of research on feedback there are still “many conflicting findings and no consistent pattern of results”. It can come from a teacher, parent, book, peer or oneself. Feedback can have positive but also, often, negative effects on student performance; for example, feedback that is seen as critical or controlling may obstruct improvement. Feedback functions in three main ways: cognitive (changing achievement), motivational (changing interest), and metacognitive (changing self-regulation). Making sense of pupil work and giving good feedback as to what pupils need to do next involves significant ‘fundamental’ subject knowledge.

**IMPLICATIONS:** Feedback is an important part of formative assessment.

- Feedback can have positive and negative effects on learning.
- Feedback can change achievement, interest and self-regulation.
- Understanding pupil work and guiding next steps requires deep subject knowledge.

---

‘To be effective, feedback should cause thinking to take place.’

Shirley Clarke

‘none of the teachers with whom we worked believed that their students spent as long considering teacher feedback as it had taken the teachers to provide that feedback.’

Leahy et al, 2005
Written feedback comparing a student’s performance to a set of pre-defined criteria or to their own previous performance (criterion reference standard or individual reference standard, respectively) has a greater impact on student achievement and is more motivating than feedback comparing students with one another (social reference standard). Elaborated, specific and immediate written feedback is perceived as more useful than brief, general feedback. Process-oriented feedback (considering confidence, strengths and weaknesses of the individual student) positively affects achievement and interest compared with grade-oriented feedback (giving grades and comparisons) via perceived usefulness to students. When marking student work, giving only grades to students is not supported by research as effective practice and can have negative effects, possibly more so for lower attaining students. Setting specific goals and directing feedback towards them is important; giving feedback on, for example, presentation or spelling when it is not a ‘critical dimension’ of the goal can cause problems. One synthesis of mathematical marking found that ‘useful comments written every two to three weeks were more useful than a mark on every piece of work.’

**IMPLICATIONS:**
- Giving feedback relating to criteria or comparing student work to their own previous work is more effective than comparing students to one another
- Students perceive immediate, specific and detailed written feedback as better than when it is delayed, general or brief
- Giving grades or comparisons to students is not as effective as addressing their processes, giving grades only may be ineffective and even have negative effects
- Defining a goal and providing focused feedback is important
- Detailed comments on some work may be more useful than putting a mark on every piece of work

There are effective alternatives/complements to teachers’ written feedback: recorded audio feedback is a possible alternative for a teacher to ‘properly explain, motivate, and detail their critiques’ and may allow for more detailed feedback in the same time frame. Careful questioning in class discussion may allow teachers to check for understanding there and then, instead of ‘after they have left, as is the case with grading’. Effective feedback causes thinking; this can be done effectively by peers and students themselves as long as enough information about rubrics and possible ways to improve are provided.

**IMPLICATIONS:**
- Written feedback is not the only way to give feedback; verbal or audio feedback are possible alternatives
- Peer and self-assessment can be effective when students have enough information to move forward

In mathematics, marking student answers as only right or wrong might be an easy way to provide feedback, but this doesn’t help with error correction, can be demotivating and provides ‘little incentive for students to write logical arguments, practise using notation or explain decisions’. For older students, providing model answers for extended questions could help eliminate extended correction-writing, could model standards, and allow students to self-assess their answers; teachers can also provide past student work for students to analyse to help them better understand what the success criteria look like.

**IMPLICATIONS:**
- Marking answers as only right or wrong doesn’t help with error correction and developing mathematical argument
- Giving students model answers or past student work to analyse against success criteria can be effective
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